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DOES the ____
montessori system make children too
______ ________________:
vvrtf.r.nr.TCi

One ©f the commonest criticisms directed at the Montessori Method
is that it tends to produce a too precocious type of child.

I have re

ceived quite a number of letters fro® inquirers along such lines as
these:"if children begin doing geometry at M b

learn to write at 5»

and read and d© compositons at 6, not to mention grammar at the same
age, will not all these intellectual activités at this early age pro
duce mental fatigue?

And this mental fatigue may have a lasting and

bad effect as the child grows up."

"In any case, other poeple say,

why bother these poor miteswith all these complicated subjects at such
an early age?

Why not let them enjoy their early morning hours ©f life

with free and untrammeled play? and s© forth.
That children in Montessori schools d© occupy themselves with
such matters in these early years cannot be denied.

Infact what seems

to hqve impressed Art Linkletter and his audience at his recent televion shows on what goes on ±n the Montessori schools - given at one of
his famous "House Parties" - January 17 and 18, 1963 - *as just this
ing themselves at this vary early
fact, that these children were occupying

age with such methods before they would have ordinarily entered the
first grade and long before the usual age for such subjects.

It is

just this fact that children learn these methods earlier that appeals
to many parents.

Infact I got a letter from a friend of mine, who runs

a Montessori school, and she said that after this particular television
program she was deluged with calls from parents who wished to register
their children at her sfihool.

When I was living in Italy I know that

many of the parents there were anxious to send their children to
Montessori schools that were in Rome just because they managed to get
through their earlier program a year or two before they would have done
in the ordinary public schools.
So it would seem that the question
as to
with which we set ourselves is whether this system makes the child too
precocious is not one that worries everyone , but does worry certain
people and therefore it should be answered.
These other people are
that
concerened with the question wiiixconcentration on such matters at
might
this early age bring about undue mental fatigue and other serious
consequences.
Now the first thing to be noticed about such queries is that they
never come from those who have had continued first-hand experience
in the Montessori method themselves, and this for the very simple reason
that they know better; they know from experience that such fears have
no ground in reality.

Infact they almost invariably arise in the mind

©f those who have had no working experience and are ignorant of the
Montessori method

and are ignorant of the psychological principles

upon which it is based.
LEARNING FROM THE CHILD
We can explain the matter further in this way.

One, if not THE

fundamental idea behind the Montessori system, is that we must humble
ourselves and learn from the child himself.

And to do this effectively

we have to abandon many ©f the predftudices with which we have grown up
and which still linger on around the

\o-$S^so
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of our minds.

We must

ft

study the child and learn from him.

But, the reader may exclaim, there
1/
is nothing new in that, nothing you need to make a fuss about. Are
there not thousands of teachers and lecturers presently occupied at
this moment with child-study all over the United States? Is not
a universial subject
trainingchild-study on the curriculum of every university and college?
Just think of the number of researches that are going on and being
turned out every year on different aspects of child study.

Why then

should Montessori think herself different from this point,and if there
is a difference, wherein does it l i e ? ^ ,
Q_^w'
answer
The ab^sEt
this is quite simple and quite easy, as easy in a
the proverbial
sense of 'falling offa log.' And it lies just here that Montessori
and her followers study the children under

conditions in which

they can and do reveal their true nature - that hidden nature of wh i ch
/-gg
we have spoken about in a different part of this book. This conditions
'conclude that the child s houlP\ive and work in freedomy choosing his
woi%^in a specially prepared environment.

It is not possible for us

here to do what we have done elsewhere and explain exactly what we
mean by freedom and in what parti-enigB?- wavy this environment has been
prepared.

It suffices to say at the moment that this environment by its

very nature is what Montessori called "an ambient rivaeltore", a/fr
a revealing environment,&&&»©mo that reveals to
us that higher and hidden nature in the child with which most people,
including teachers and lecturers on education, are not at all familiar.
the main argument, th#.t ic tp an^wm'1lig theT@ come back now to the
tdron -sUt tho hoad

%£

shall-proceed along two lines.
fini s— ohayter-, we shall-

One jargument -$3^ from psychology^and
of the Montessori method.

from the

WHAT HAPPENED IN THE FIRST MONTESSORI SCHOOL
Let us begin by noting what happened in the first Casa dei Bambini
in Rome in 1907»

It is well-known that one of the circumstances which

aroused most interest - world-wide interest - was the fact that kO ok
50 slum children in that school learned to write and to write spontan
e o u s l y at the early age of H

to 5 years.

This was the famous "ex

plosion into writing" which seemed at that time noting less than a sort
tt
of miracle. [(For a full description of these events, see Maria Montessori.
^

&

/

Her Life and W o r k , pp. k? - *f9 or The Secret of Childhood, p. lk6 and
__
Most people who have any acquaintance at all with the
Monf^^sorl^method have had least heard of this "explosion into writhg"^

'said- some of the other wonderful things that happened at that time.

But

what most people/never realized is that.when Montessori started her
r\
j— f
/V
work with this tiny mites/she had no intention whatever ©f attempting
t© teach them to write.

Infact she tells us herself that she shared

the general predjudice that it was necessary to begin writing as late

P

.—

as possible, - certainly not before the age of six. 1 Bpt the children
themselves/thought otherwise:
t© be taught to write and to read.

some of them came to

and demanded

Even then she did not concede to

their request but only gave in when their parents added their solici-

miM
tations.

And even

this she did not actually teach the children

to write.

To qjiote from her own words, from The Secret of Childhood.
©f
page 14-8, she says, " All I taught the children H i $. four and five
was some of the letters of the alphabet, which I made the

cut

out of cardboard.
I also had some cut out of shining paper so that the
touch
children could ¿$^$4 with their fingertips, feeling out the shapes as
for writing; these I arranged on a board putting together the letters
of a similar shape so that the movement of the little hands should be
uniform

I could not understand why the children were so keen: they

made processions carrying the letters aloftj^iike banners with shouts
©f joy.
repeating

Why?

One day I surprised a chiad who was walking by himself
if, 1.^ A
'to make Sofia, you want
and he repeated the sound

which make up the word.

He was engaged in s t u d y i n g , ^ analyzing the

worcfc he had in his mind and
composed.

the sounds with which they were

This is out of place to continue with a description of the

events that led up t© the "explosion into writing" and how it happens
which can be found in the two places mentioned above.

But anybody

wh© reads that account could never for a moment think that there was
any pressure put upon these children in any way; for the whole thing
was a completely spontaneous development on the part of the children.
its'
y reader who has never reac^fthis should certainly acquaint hi m —
self with Montessori's description of this o

a

i

-
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It was ©nly later on that M©ntess@ri cane t© understand mere
fully the inner signifigance ©f these extraordinary happenings.
«j
threw
glSl knat ihxasgla light up©n the® was her subsequent discovery +.
\h &£z .
y7
*V)
l
©f Sensitive periods in the child’s mental development.
It was then
that she realized that the extraordinary fascination which the childr|n showed for the sounds ©f the letters ©f the alphabet and their
written symbols, their delight in analyzing words into their component
sounds, and the pleasure they shewed in composing w©rds with the
_-»~that
movable alphabet - and all these unexpected manifestations were bound
up with the sensitive period language through which the children
were passing at that stage.
This is one of the longest ©f the senpractically^
¿~~hrd>
sitive periods.lastin&Afrom birth t© ahout
years of age.
It is
■
7
tUT*
the disappearance ©f the sensitive period for language^ combined -with

msF’sensitive

period f©r touch and

interests in shapes.which
at a later ep©ch^jsay seven

explains why-

years ©r l a t e r ^ s h o w n© interest in the sandpaper letters, and very
rarely, if ever,{|explodeMint© writing, as the younger ones d©. Such
children have "missed the bus" id&Jctobs r.aapo.at, thtr sensitive periods
for language and for touch and for shapes have/given way to new senfO/X/V^X^.-Asitive periods w h i c h -havo brou ght- with them fresh interests and new
capacities.
At this point I might record an amusing but significant incident
wich was related t© me by cSenora

.Maoohfcftmd wh© was the directress

in the first Montessori class in Milan about the year 1908.
"One morning (she said) about four or five little children,
— \~q
five-year-©|ds) in a sort ©f solemn departation, each carrying
an exercise book for writing in their hands.
front ©f me in<-ar
single word being uttered

expectant silence,

They stood in
without a

-2
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"I was somewhat mystified as t© what it was all about
until finally one of them said,

’We want t© write.' But

did net clear up the mystery^for I knew that all ©f them by
that time could write already, and had covered pages and pages with
spontaneous writing.

After delving a little further int©

the mystery I discovered what it was all about:

they wanted t© do

a special kind of writng* but ^ ^ ^ - h a d n© words to describe it.
What they really wanted was a dictation lessoh.

Whereupon I began

t© dictate to them^ and they wr©te tw© pages ftft-jfcfc straightaway w i t h 
out the least sign ©f fatigue.”
A WORD ABOUT SENSITIVE PERIODS IN GENERAL.
It is probably true t© say thai^outside of the immediate circle
as yet
©f M©ntess@ri's follower s ^ t h e r e are/apparently f ew -p
lecturers
N
parents, teachers
©n education j wh© realize completely
the nature and the power ©f these sensitive periods, nor their immense
potential value in education^ P or-

ewutab©Ted

the

sensitive period for language is only one amongst many u£lmr_** ^
These ^gnrsa^s wh© have seen for themselves the almost "heroic”
labors performed by children n quite spontaneous-*/“ trnder the influence
@f these formative periods are just tfe^ese« wh© have n© fear wh a t 
ever of such children becoming undly precocious or dangerously
fatigued.

For the remarkable thing about these activitfes/which are

the result of what Montess©ri calls "A love for the envir©naent”J)
(sBa=Jagi ^ ^ i s

that

far from thS^gjafclgyggiai being fatigued at theV-u

g.»nd of- such-prol onged -montal activities
T

the,ji appear to be more calm
at the beginning/

and rested ^€tnd

of St. Augustine's famous phrase "Love is never at
rest until it is at work.” )
A few quotations from Hontessori's chapter on sensitive periods

-

(taken from her Secffrets ©f Childhood) ■will help to m a k e £ h i s ^ 'v^vre
£fea?-*,c

^

-1

"The child makes a number of assquisitions during the Sensitive
Periods which place him in relation to the outer world in an
exceptionally intense manner.

Then all is easy, all is eager

ness and life; and every effort brings an increase of power.
"When some of these psychic passions die away, other flames
are kindled; and so infancy passes from conquest to conquest
in a conti&ous vital vibrancy, what we have called its joy and
simplicity.

It is through this lovely flame, which burns wi t h 

out consuming, that the work of creating the mental world of
man takes place."
A SENSITIVE PERIOD LIKE A SEARCH LIGHT
"These inner sensibilities determine the selection of
necessary Sihings froa this nsay

environment.

This

inner guidance is exercised by making the child^onl^/sensitive^-toO
wards certain thing s„.while leaving it indifferent to others^, from
the many that surround it,
"When he is made sensitive to s o u t h i n g it is as though
there is alight coming from within hi® which illuminates just
those things and no others.

The child has a unique capacity for

profiting by these periods in order to grow; for it is during
the Sensitive Period that he acquires certain mental faculties
-like that for instance of orienting himself in his outer en
vironment."
HOW A SENSITIVE PERIOD STARTS
"We can imagine this marvellous creative activity as a
series of keen emotions rising up from the unconscious, and which
by contact with the ohter world build up human consciousness.

It can be compared to what happens to a person in love.

Such

a one, in the midst ©f a crowd will at once be able to single
out his beloved, or distinguish her voice amongst a medly of
others.
"In fact we can say the inner drama of a b a b y ’s life is a
drama of love.

Love in the widest sense of the word is the sole

reality, which evolves in the hidden recesses of the soul, and
time t© time fxndsx fills it wholly."
How different all this is from the cold and dutiful acquisition
of knowledge at the external command of another

of one who not only

has chosen what the child must attend t© but enforces that attention
with the whole weight of a more powerful personality^
¿ P T O

ARGUMENT FROM THE HISTORY OF THE
MONTESSORI METHOD

As indicated above the Montessori Method (as it came noted
t© be called) was applied first to children ©f the ages
to 5 years.
C\yuz k —B u t - ^ s Montessori principles p-entain-in themselves a poweful and vitaliPUaaj^-i/^ ■— '
zing energy; and
and just as they say "you cannot keep a good man
down" - so it is equally true that you cannot prevent a poweful princileaven.
pie from acting as a transforming and vital laxsnx
came about that, as the years and the decades passed,
that the Montessori principles came to be applied to the mu J.irt.o-n..x
development,-ufefe©-fii3U£ead“ttMst ©f children

<s£- later

a ges**
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This Montessori leaven also worked^baakwards down to the
jneonat© ©r newly-born child, and even beyoncr.. For there
‘n©w~1exTsts in Rome an institution, founded by Montessori,
l the aim of which is to help expectant^mothers^ not only
Ithrough child-birth, but also beyond^an<the treatment of
*their c h i l d r e n s © that they can give thev^ight kind of assis- J
n their physical and tnenral development up.,..,.''"'"
f tance ta
to the age of two and a half.
In,.this way P a s a resplt of amoukts to a new kind of educational science the.'PREPARED F&JH JPÓ CULTURE were

felted, which^c^l^^tively for» so
)

IS THE MONTESSORI CHILD PRECOCIOUS?
t© the development to

years...... (end of footnote)

This work of applying the Montessori principles to the teaching
o f children of a more advanced age was byno means an automatic procedure

but involved an immense amount of labor and research by Montessori
and her collaborators.

It took the form of the creation of an immense

variety of materials for the teaching of more advanced stages in arith
metic, geometry, algebra, reading composition, geography, history, re
ligion and other subjects.
We use the word "teaching" in the last sentence, but it must be
rememberid that here we are not speaking of "teaching" in the ordinarily
accepted sense of the word,

tcannot hear disc clearly)......subject

according to Montessori principles there is a minimum of direct teach
ing by the Teacher and a maximum of spontaneous learning by the child
ren through their own individual activity with the specially constructed
materials.

Hence the task of the Montessori Directress consists in a

large degree in the initiation of the children - individua ly or in
small groups - into the correct use of each particular material.
These didatlc materials, as they are sometimes called, are always so
constructed as to solicit in the child a prolonged spontaneous activity,
through
generally with a good deal of repetition} and it is Kith this individual
spontaneous activity with the materials that the child’s knowledge of
the subject is deepened and made a part of himself, - built in, as it
were, as a living element in his own individual mental system of ideas.
prolonged research
In this way - i s a result of what amounts really to a new kind of
Paths
educational science - the Prepared Pause to Culture came into existence,
which collectively forms so important a part of the "P.E." Prepared
Environment.

Each individual child finds these prepared paths waiting

for him to travel along at his own time and at his own pace.

Each path

is concerned with its particular school subject; and on each path the
child as he travels along it works through a carefully graded series
©f occupations, which lead him to ever more advanced aspects of the
particular discipline in question.

(See diagram, page

)

THE MINITURE GATE-CRASHERS
Montessori then introduced these newly prepared and more advanced
materials to the older children, ages 6 to 8, thinking them more
suited to their more advanced capacities.

Then a curious and quite un

expected thing happened, and happened not once but many times, and in
differenct schools in differenct countries.

Small children, under 5,

From the adjoining Babies* room came in and watched what was going on.
They would be allowed to do this, so long as they did not interfere
in any way with the other children*s work. Then, later on, when the
occasion offered these little ones came in again and quietly took away
the new material and worked with it themselves.

They were able to do

this because they had watched very carefully the way the older children
were using the new materials.
In one of the Montessori schools I visited in Holland I had ocular
sp.
demonstrations which were a living corraboration of what I have just
been saying.

It was at Montessori*s own school at Laren, about 20

miles outside Amsterdam.

Here I might parenthetically remark that Mon

tessori came to live in Holland the year

, after she had been

driven out of Spain, where she was then living, by the advent of the
Communists and of the Civil War.

I might also mention that she was in

vited to leave the country - at an hour's notice - by the captain of a
British battleship, an invitation which she thankfully accepted.
But to return to the "Gate-Crashers."

One of the earlelr exercises

which had been prepared for the "Prepared Path to Geography" was as
follows.
FBOTNOTEj

This was not the earliest step on the "Prepared Path to Geo-

— 3
graphy", for even in the Babies* 8©om there are geography materials and Land and Water Forms for instance - but these are of a more sensory
motor nature,

END OF FOOTNOTE

The Directress had drawn a map of Europe divided into its various
countries} but instead of putting the names on the countries she had
affixed to each a miniture reproduction of its national flag.
was to act as the key •

This

In addition she had also prepared another map ,

just the same size, also divided into countries, but these latter were
left blank*

As well as the two maps she had provided a pincushion into

which was stuck a number of fairly large pins, each bearing attached to
it a flag of one of the countries of Europe,

The exercise consisted

in affixing the pins with the flag attached to them to the correspond
ing countries on the blank map, - helped in first stages by means of
repeated references to the control map.

Each country, by the way,

had a little hole in it into which the pin of its flag could be placed*
this could be done easily because the map itself was mounted on ply
wood or cork (I forget which).

This material, like those earlier mentioned

above, had been axigiaiuiij originally been made for the 6 and 7 year olds,
but the little fellow that I watched doing it could not have been more
than *+•£ or 5 years.

He was doing the exercise with great gusto

and "as easy as winking".

Already he knew where most of the flags

should go, but every-now-and-then when he was doubtful, he would con
sult the key map, and he was doing in the snapshot which I took of
him.

Incidentally, he was not aware that I had taken it, as he was so

absorbed in his work.
you come from,"

"That's England," he said to me at one stage,Wwhere

( I had been previously formally introduced to the

whole class) ,,,"and that*s Holland where I live,"he added, pointing
to his country on the map.
It was a fine warm morning, and many of the children had carried
their little tables and chairs outside, and were working in the garden

or on the veranda.

Leaving ay young student of geography I wandered

around until my attention was taken by something I had never seen
before.

It was a material for the study of the various leaf forms, and

very Ingenious it was.

This material, too, by the way, had been origi

nally prepared for the older children but the ones that I saw using it
could not have been much more than five or six.
The game - if you like to call it a game, though it was genuine
study - was like this.

On a long table in the garden were spread out

diagramatic representations ©f the chief different leaf forms, each
being painted on a separate card.

The child would come up to the table,,

choose a card, pick it up and go off with it to the garden, where he
would search for a real living leaf of the same shape.

Having found

one he would pick a leaf off the tree or the shrub and bring it back,
and put both the original leaf on the card and the newly-found copy next
to each other on the table.
Dust—

In this way what, under the old

________

-system, would have been a bookish classification with no#

particular Interest, was now transformed into a series of thrilling
voyages of discovery.
I saw one little fellow pick up a card with a round-shappd leaf
on it; and then set off briskly, making a bee-line for a pond at the
other end of the garden.

I followed him, and arrived just in time to

see him stretching out over the pond, at what seemed to me a most
perilous angle, trying to pull out a leaf which was floating on the
surface.

To my relief he managed to do this without falling in, and I

was able to snap him by the water edge, just before he rose to his
feet to take back his prize and place it triumphantly on the table.
This done, he selected another leaf form, and set off on his next trip.
After this I followed similarly in the wake of a little girl who was
directing her stpes to another part of the garden.

Again I arrived

just in time to see her picking a ’"needle"-shaped leaf from a pine tree,
(see illustration)
It was a charming sight to see these tiny mites, in their pretty
colored dresses, running to and fro from the table to the garden and
back again, carrying their leaves, for all the world like bees going
and returning with honey around their hive.

The whole affair was de

lightfully simple and easy and natural; so that when - a week later in
another part of Holland - a teacher (not a Montessori teacher) said to
me rather scornfully, "I don*t approve of this new idea of Dr. Mon
te ssori’s ids* of teaching botany to babies, do you?", I simply smiled
and asked her if she had seen for herself how it was done*

I knew be

fore she spoke that her answer would be in the negative, as it was.
I might add at this point these small children had already become
acquainted with these leaf forms previously, in their own Babies Room.
For there these same leaf shapes had been presented to them in the form
of cut-out wooden insets (on the same principle as the geometric wooden
insets).

There the exercises had consisted in taking out these wooden

leaf forms, mixing them up together, and replacing them each in its
rightful socket.

So that the exercise which I had been watching was

really a continuation of this on a higher and more interesting level.
In this we have a good example of the Montessori principle of HThe Hock"
which means that each exercise the children do Is related - as far as
possible - to a previous one to which the newer exercise is mentally
"hooked on."
FRACTIONS AT FIVE
A few minutes later, as I wandered about the garden, I came across
another interesting spectacle, - a little girl of five or thereabouts
(see Illustrations)

busily at work at vulgar fractions.

The basis of

the material with which she was working was a series of ten metal circle

all the same size (unity), divided respectively into halves, thirds,
quarters, and so on all the way up to tenths»

The little girl who

knew her numbers was placing little tickets or labels on each fraction»
At the moment the picture is taken she is placing the last of the three
labels with one-third on them on the last segment
is da± divided into thirds»

of the cirlce which

On the final circle of the series which is

divided into tenths you can see she has already put out all the tens
little one-tenth labels»

This is, of course, only the beginning of

fractions} but it is a beginning, and will make things much easier later
on - not much later, by the way - when she begins to add and to sub
tract fractions.

She may not know the names numerator and denominator

but she knows what they are, and as a world of experience ready waiting
for her.

IS THE MONTESSORI CHILD PRECOCIOUS?

This work of applying the Montessori principles t© the teaching
©f children ©f a ©ore advanced age was byn© means an automatic procedure,
but involved an immense amount of labor and research by Montessori
and her collaborators.

It took the form of the creation of an immense

variety of materials for the teaching of more advanced stages in arith
metic, geometry, algebra, reading composition, geography, history, rer
ligion and other subjects.
We use the word '’teaching" in the last sentence £ but it must be
remembered that here we are not speaking of "teaching" in the ordinarily
Vyy (ig ’ l
n
accepted sense of the word.
t.
e annot-hoar disc clea r l y ). .r1.. .sub ject
according to Montessori principles there is a minimum of direct teach
ing by the Teacher and a maximum of spontaneous learning by the children^ihrough fEeir "own individual activity with the specially constructed
materials.

Hence the task-of the Montessori Directress consists in a

large degree in the initiation of the children - individually or in
small groups - into the correct use of each particular material.

[I
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These didatic materials, as they are sometimes called, are always so
constructed as to solicit in the child a prolonged spontaneous activity^.
.
through
generally with a good deal of repetition^
|t is with this individual
spontaneous activity with the materials that the child’s knowledge of
the subject is deepened and made a part of himself,

built i n ^ a e it"

'vrsr&L

as a living element in his own individual mental system 11 fT iilrn 1
'
prolonged ^research
In this way - as a r e s u l ^ g p ^ w h a T ^ m o u n t s really to a new kind of
Paths
educational science '
—** the Prepared Paanse to Culture came into existence^
}\u u lA .
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Environment.
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important a part of the

Prepared

Each iplividgal^chiId finds these prepared paths waiting

for him to travel along at his own time and at 'his own pace.

Each path
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is concerned with

particular school subject; and on each^siSi the

child^as he travels along ^ w o r k s

through a carefully graded series

of occupations, -w h 1 eh- lead him t© ever aore advanced aspects of the
particular discipline

(See diagram, page

)

THE MINITURE GATE-CRASHERS
Montessori then introduced these newly prepared and aore advanced
materials to the older children, ages 6 to 8, thinking them mi mm
suited to their more advanced capacities.

Then a curious and quite un

expected thing happened, and happened not once but many times, and in
Yioz.
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differenct schools/in differenct countries. $mall children, under 5,
d p o ® the adjoining Babies' l^oom came in and watched whal was going ©hr
i/W K
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would be allowed to do this^ so long as they did not interfere
in any way with the other children's work. Then, later on^ when the
occasion offered^these little ones came in again and quietly took away
the new material and worked with it theaselvesl
Iveu) U

^
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They were able to do

watched very carefully the way the older children

wssilEzusing the new materials.

•S'coot?
itf

A

In one of the Montessori schools I visited in Holland I had ocular
&««©notr-atieas which were a living corraborationtjof what I have just
been saying

It was at Montessori *s own school at Laren, about 20

m

miles outside Amsterdam.
u ((Here I might parenthetically remark that Mon-

JC

tessori came to live in Holland the year

<y>

, J||I
after she had ucou
been

driven out of Spain, where she was then living, by the advent of the
$cmmunists and of the Civil War.

I might also mention that she was in

vited to leave the country - at an hour's notice - by the captain of a
British battleship, an invitation which she thankfully accepted .
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One of the earleir exercises
?
fo^r the "Prepared Path to Geography" was as

aJr

which
follows.

/
the earliest step on~th'e "Prepared Path to Geg“-

— 3
graphy", for even in -the Babies’ Boom there are geography materials and Land and^Water Forms for instance - but these are of a more sensory
mg.tor nature. ^ END OF'FOOTNOTE
The Directress had drawn a map of Europe divided into its various
countries; but instead of putting the names on the countries she had
affixed to each a miniture reproduction of its national flag.
was to act as the key .

This

In addition she had also prepared another map ,

just the same size, also divided into countries, but these latter were
left blank*

As well as the two maps she had provided a pincushion into

which was stuck a number of fairly large pins, each bearing attached to
it a flag of one of the countries of Europe.

The exercise consisted

in affixing the pins with the flag attached to them to the correspond
ing countries on the blank map, - helped in first stages by means ©f
repeated references to the control map.

Each country, by the way,

had a little hole in it into which the pin of its flag could be placed:
this could be done easily because the map itself was mounted on ply
wood or cork (I forget which).

This material, like those earlier mentioned

above, had been ¡axigianniy originally been made for the 6 and 7 year olds,
but the little fellow that I watched doing it could not have been more
than

bjf or

5 years.

He was doing the exercise with great gusto

and "as easy as winking".

Already he knew where most of the flags

should go, but every-now-and-then when he was doubtful, he would con
sult the key map, and he was doing in the snapshot which I took of
him.

Incidentally, he was not aware that I had taken it, as he was so

absorbed in his work.
you come from."

"That’s England," he said to me at one stage,Wwhere

( I had been previously formally introduced to the

whole class) ..."and that’s Holland where I live,"he added, pointing
to his country on the map.
It was a fine warm morning, and many of the children had carried
their little tables and chairs outside, and were working in the garden

©r on the veranda.

Leaving my young student of geography I wandered

around until my attention was taken by something I had never seen
before.

It was a material for the study of the various leaf forms, and

very ingenious it was.

This material, too, by the way, had been origi

nally prepared for the older children but the ones that I saw using it
could not have been much more than five or six.
The game - if you like to call it a game, though it was,genuine
study - was like this.

On a long table in the garden were spread out

diagramatic representations ©f the chief different leaf forms, each
being painted on a separate card.

The child would come up to the table,

choose a card, pick it up and go off with it to the garden, where he
would search for a real living leaf of the same shape.

Having found

one he would pick a leaf off the tree or the shrub and bring it back,
and put both the original leaf on the card and the newly-found copy next
to each other on the table.

In this way what, under the old

Dust----system, would have been a bookish classification with

________

n@ji

particular interest, was now transformed into a series of thrilling
voyages of discovery.
I saw one little fellow pick up a card with a round-shappd leaf
1 °n it; and then set off briskly, making a bee-line for a pond at the
other end of the garden.

I followed him, and arrived just in time t©

see him stretching out over the pond, at what seemed to me a most
perilous angle, trying to pull out a leaf which was floating on the
surface.

To my relief he managed to do this without falling in, and I

was able to snap him by the water edge, just before he rose to his
feet to take back his prize and place it triumphantly on the table.
This done, he selected another leaf fora, and set off on his next trip.
After this I followed similarly in the wake of a little girl who was
directing her stpes to another part of the garden.

Again I arrived

— 5
just in time t© see her picking a "needle”-shaped leaf fro® a pine tree,
(see illustration)
It was a charming sight t© see these tiny mites, in their pretty
colored dresses, running to and fro from the table to the garden and
back again, carrying their leaves, for all the world like bees going
and returning with honey around their hive.

The whole affair was de 

lightfully simple and easy and natural; so that when - a week later in
another part of Holland - a teacher (not a Montessori teacher) said to
me rather scornfully, "I d o n ’t approve of this new idea of Dr. Montessori's idaa of teaching botany to babies, do you?", I simply smiled
and asked her if she had seen for herself how it was done.

I knew be

fore she spoke that her answer would be in the negative, as it was.
I might add at this point these small children had already become
acquainted with these leaf forms previously, in their own Babies Room.
For there these same leaf shapes had been presented to them in the form
of cut-out wooden insets (on the same principle as the geometric wooden
insets).

There the exercises had consisted in taking out these wooden

leaf forms, mixing them up together, and replacing them each in its
rightful socket.

So that the exercise which I had been watching was

really a continuation of this on a higher and more interesting level.
In this we have a good example of the Montessori principle of HThe Hock"
which means that each exercise the children do is related - as far as
possible - to a previous one to which the newer exercise is mentally
"hooked on."
FRACTIONS AT FIVE
A few minutes later, as I wandered about the garden, I came across
another interesting spectacle, - a little girl of five or thereabouts
(see illustrations)

busily at work at vulgar fractions.

The basis of

the material with which she was working was a series of ten metal circles

-■& (a
all the same size (unity), divided respectively int© halves, thirds,
quarters, and so on all the way up to tenths.

The little girl who

knew her numbers was placing little tickets or labels on each fraction.
At the moment the picture is taken she is placing the last of the three
labels with one-third on them on the last segment
is dsi divided into thirds.

of the cirlce which

On the final circle of the series which is

divided int© tenths you can see she has already put out all the tens
little one-tenth labels.

This is, of course, only the beginning of

fractions; but it is, a beginning, and will make things much easier later
©n - not much later, by the way - when she begins to add and to sub
tract fractions.

She may not know the names numerator and denominator

but she knows what they are, and as a world of experience ready waiting
for her.

